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U.S. Organizations Doing Business in China Warned of Malware in
Tax Software
FEATURED AUTHORS:
The Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) and the Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) have issued a joint Flash Alert to
U.S.-based businesses doing business in China about a remote
targeting campaign whereby the tax software that Chinese domestic
banks require foreign companies to install is loaded with malware. Read
more

DATA PRIVACY
Is this City Monitoring Me?
In Coral Gables, Florida, a judge refused to dismiss a lawsuit over the
city’s use of automated license plate readers to scan license plates. This
technology has faced a number of lawsuits over concerns about the
collection and storage of data. The Coral Gables lawsuit stemmed from
a Miami suburb resident who filed a request with the city to see what
information it had on her movements. That resident discovered that the
city had over 80 pages of documents and images showing him at various
locations around town. Read more

NEW + NOW
Financial Brokers Warned by FINRA of Imposter Websites
The Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) recently warned
financial professionals that imposters are attempting to collect personal
information of investors by spoofing financial professionals’ websites,
reaching out to investors, and directing them to the fake websites. Read
more

Transitioning from On-Site Audits to Zoom/Teams Audits
Auditors have to continue doing their job of auditing, but with the
pandemic, audits now are rarely on-site. Many auditing firms are using
remote technology to conduct audits, and companies are either
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forwarding files electronically, using cloud-based portals or meeting with
their auditors over technology meeting platforms such as Zoom and/or
teams. Read more

AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES
Will Flying Cars Replace the Cars on our Highways?
Authors of the book, “The Future is Faster than You Think,” Peter H.
Diamandis and Steven Kotler, conducted a survey to determine whether
Americans are ready for the technological changes that are rapidly
approaching. Read more

PRIVACY TIP #249
Use of Personal Assistants While Working from Home
Personal assistants such as Alexa and Echo can be found in many
homes across the nation. This week's privacy tip discusses what
happens when you set-up one of these assistants in your home. Read
more
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